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Abstract: Excessive generalization of fear and avoidance are hallmark symptoms of chronic pain

disability, yet research focusing on the mechanisms underlying generalization of avoidance specifi-

cally, is scarce. Two experiments investigated the boundary conditions of costly pain-related avoid-

ance generalization in healthy participants who learned to avoid pain by performing increasingly

effortful (in terms of deviation and force) arm-movements using a robot-arm (acquisition). During

generalization, novel, but similar arm-movements, without pain, were tested. Experiment 1 (N = 64)

aimed to facilitate generalization to these movements by reducing visual contextual changes

between acquisition and generalization, whereas Experiment 2 (N = 70) aimed to prevent extinction

by increasing pain uncertainty. Both experiments showed generalization of pain-expectancies and

pain-related fear. However, Experiment 2 was the first and only to also demonstrate generalization

of avoidance, ie, choosing the novel effortful arm-movements in the absence of pain. These results

suggest that uncertainty about the occurrence of pain may delay recovery, due to reduced disconfir-

mation of threat beliefs when exploring, resulting in persistent avoidance.

Perspective: This article demonstrates generalization of instrumentally acquired costly pain-

related avoidance in healthy people under conditions of uncertainty. The results suggest that target-

ing pain-related uncertainty may be a useful tool for clinicians adopting a psychological approach to

treating excessive pain-related avoidance in chronic pain.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of United States Association for the Study of

Pain, Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)

Key words: Avoidance behavior, fear generalization, avoidance generalization, chronic pain, operant

conditioning.
A
voidance of objectively safe movements and activ-
ities is central to chronic pain disability,55 which
often profits from psychological treatments, such
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as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy,39 rather than purely bio-
medical ones.14,15 Avoidance of pain-associated move-
ments/activities after healing prevents disconfirmation of
threat, leading to a self-sustaining cycle of fear and avoid-
ance.55 Furthermore, avoidance often spreads to move-
ments resembling the original pain-associated movement,
that were never paired with pain themselves (avoidance
generalization).12 Generalization is adaptive, allowing
extrapolation of once-learned protective responses to simi-
lar, potentially harmful situations. Yet, generalization of
avoidance to safe movements (excessive generalization)
bears the risk of disproportionate activity-withdrawal.
Given its self-reinforcing nature, avoidance may lead to a
negative cycle of physical disengagement, culminating
into functional disability.
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According to the fear-avoidance model of chronic
pain,55 misinterpreting pain as harmful, induces pain-
related fear, motivating avoidance of movements/activi-
ties associated with pain. Specifically, pain-related fear
is learned through Pavlovian conditioning,41 where a
neutral movement (conditioned stimulus; CS) experi-
enced with pain (unconditioned stimulus; US), comes to
elicit fear (conditioned response; CR).38,41 Due to pain-
related fear, and following operant conditioning,48 any
behavior (response, R; eg, a movement) believed to pre-
dict pain (ie, a negative outcome, O) will decrease (ie,
punishment). Alternatively, an avoidance response (eg,
moving in an unnatural manner), which omits a nega-
tive outcome (eg, pain) will increase (ie, negative rein-
forcement), and thus be strengthened.48

Because avoidance was traditionally believed to
directly follow fear,26,49 previous research in the anxiety
and pain domains focused mainly on (pain-related) fear
generalization,12,37 assuming avoidance would align.49

This research demonstrated that compared to healthy
controls, people with chronic pain overgeneralize pain-
related fear.36 However, in the daily life of a person
with chronic pain, controlling pain (eg, by avoiding) is
only one among numerous competing goals (eg, social-
izing).56 Therefore, despite fear, avoidance may not
always be prioritized if the associated costs (eg, stigma)
are too high, promoting dissociation between fear and
avoidance.6 Because the ultimate goal is to understand
and sustainably change pain behavior, more research is
needed on avoidance behavior itself.27

We recently reported such dissociation between pain-
related fear and costly avoidance.17 Using a pain-related
avoidance-conditioning paradigm, healthy participants
learned to avoid pain at the cost of performing increas-
ingly effortful arm-movements (acquisition trajectories).
During a subsequent generalization test, 3 novel, similar
movements (generalization trajectories) were tested in
the absence of the acquisition trajectories and pain.
Pain-expectancy and pain-related fear generalized to
the novel movements, but avoidance did not,17 sparking
the question under which conditions costly avoidance
generalizes.
There are several plausible explanations for this dissocia-

tion.17 First, the way in which generalization was opera-
tionalized (absence of acquisition trajectories and
appearance of generalization trajectories) may have been
experienced as a context-switch, generating doubt about
the acquisition movement-pain contingencies still holding
during the generalization phase,1,2 and thus uncertainty
about the continued need for effort. That is, since avoid-
ance was costly, the change in available responses may
have motivated exploration (ie, choosing an option with
possible gains, but uncertain outcomes28,32) of the novel
movement trajectories, similar to those previously paired
with pain, with the goal of minimizing effort.28 Second,
the absence of highly expected pain during generalization
may have resulted in rapid safety learning when exploring
the less effortful generalization trajectories, thus extin-
guishing avoidance.8,46

Here we report on 2 experiments with altered method-
ologies to, respectively, minimize visual (context)
changes2 between acquisition and generalization (Exper-
iment 1), and prevent rapid extinction of avoidance dur-
ing generalization (Experiment 2).7 We hypothesized
that these modifications would result in avoidance and
differential self-reports (pain-expectancies and pain-
related fear) generalizing from the acquisition trajecto-
ries to the novel, similar generalization trajectories.
Methods

Apparatus
HapticMaster. The HapticMaster (HM; Motekforce

Link, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) is a 3 degrees of
freedom, admittance-controlled robot, ie, when oper-
ated by an external force, the robot reacts with a corre-
sponding movement. Under operation, the HM registers
and records the force, position, velocity, and accelera-
tion exerted onto it. This information can be fed back to
other devices, and used for triggering the presentations
of stimuli, such as the electrocutaneous stimuli in the
current experiments. Additionally, the HM can be pro-
grammed to exert resistive force itself. In the current
studies, the available movement range was delineated
by a 2-dimensional horizontal movement plane with a
depth of 0.36 m and radius of 0.41 m.

Software and Hardware. The experiment was pro-
grammed in C#, using cross-platform game engine,
Unity 2017 (Unity Technologies, San Francisco, CA, USA),
and 3D graphics software, Blender 2.79 (Blender Foun-
dation, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The experimental
script was run on a Windows 10 Enterprise (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) 64-bit Intel Core
desktop computer (Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA,
USA) with 8GB RAM, CPU: i7-7700 at 3.600GHz. Commu-
nication between the computer and HM took place via
a direct application programming interface connection.
The experimental script was presented on a 40-inch LCD
screen (Samsung UE40ES5500; Samsung Group, Seoul,
South Korea).
Stimulus Material
Pain Stimulus. The pain stimulus (pain) was a 2 ms

square-wave electrocutaneous stimulus, delivered by a
commercial constant current stimulator (DS7A; Digi-
timer, Welwyn Garden City, United Kingdom), through
2 reusable stainless steel disk electrodes (8mm diameter
with 30mm spacing; Digitimer) filled with K-Y gel (Reck-
itt Benckiser, Slough, United Kingdom). Intensity of the
electrical stimulus was individually calibrated: partici-
pants were administered a series of electrical stimuli of
increasing intensity, according to a standard protocol
(eg,38). Participants were asked to rate each stimulus on
a numerical rating scale ranging from 0-10, where 0 was
labelled as “I feel nothing”; 1 as “I feel something, but
this is not unpleasant; it is only a sensation”, 2 as “the
stimulus is not yet painful, but is beginning to be
unpleasant”; and 10 as “this is the worst pain I can imag-
ine”. Participants were asked to select a stimulus they
would describe as “significantly painful and demanding
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some effort to tolerate”, corresponding to a 7-8 on the
numerical rating scale.
The Basic Paradigm: Robotic Arm-
Reaching Task
Both experiments used variations of the same basic

paradigm as Glogan et al.17 On each trial, participants
were required to move from a start location to a target
location by operating the HM with their right (domi-
nant) hand (see Fig 1, panel A). Participants’ movements
were visualized on the LCD screen by a green ball, allow-
ing them to track their movements in real-time (see
Fig 1, panel B; see Supplementary Materials 1: Video, for
a visualization of the paradigm’s trial structure). The
start and target locations were situated at the lower
and upper left corners of the movement plane, respec-
tively. The target location was visualized as a green
arch, through which the green ball had to be moved.
Participants could reach the target via 3 different move-
ment trajectories (T1-3) represented on screen as 3
arches situated midway through the movement plane.
The trajectory arches were separated by spaces where
the generalization trajectory arches (G1-3) would
appear during the generalization phase (see Fig 1, pan-
els B and C: Experiment 2). On each trial, participants
freely chose 1 of the 3 available movement trajectories
to reach the target location.
The HM was programmed such that there was a linear

relationship between lateral displacement (deviation)
and resistive force (resistance). This meant that, when
the shortest trajectory (T1) was chosen, participants
needed to exert minimal effort regarding deviation and
force. When the middle trajectory (T2) was chosen,
moderate effort was needed, and when the target was
reached via the longest trajectory (T3), the most effort
was needed (Fig 1, panel B).
Figure 1. The experimental setup and schematic overview of the
phases. Panel A: The participant is seated in front of the television s
The electrodes for delivering electrical stimuli are placed on the t
switch is used to give pain-related fear-, and pain-expectancy rati
phases of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. T1-3 and G1-3 refer to
tively. Percentages refer to respective punishment rates of each exp
ment rates were not part of the visual representations of the exper
during the acquisition phase, and G1-3 during generalization, whe
T1-3 were visible during the acquisition phase, and conversely, only G
mission from ref. 18
The experiment was preceded by a practice phase,
during which participants learned to perform the task
and familiarized themselves with self-reports. During
this phase no electrical stimuli were delivered. During
the acquisition phase, participants in the Experimental
Group, were able to avoid the electrical stimulus by
exerting more effort, that is, T1 was always paired with
pain (T1 = 100% punishment/no deviation or resistance),
but by choosing one of the alternative, more effortful
trajectories, participants were able to avoid the electri-
cal stimulus (T2 = 50% punishment/moderate deviation
and resistance; T3 = 0% punishment/largest deviation
and most resistance). In this way, costly avoidance was
modeled (ie, avoidance at the cost of effort). Note that,
conceptualizing these responses as avoidance means
that, by choosing T3, participants in the Experimental
Group could avoid pain 100% of the time, by choosing
T2 50% of the time, and never, by choosing T1 (ie, nega-
tive reinforcement48). Each participant in the Yoked
Group9 was matched to a participant in the Experimen-
tal Group, and thus received pain on the same trials as
their Experimental Group counterpart, irrespective of
their chosen movement trajectories. In yoked control
procedures, each participant in the yoked (control)
group is matched to a participant in the experimental
group, such that the control participant receives the
same schedule of punishment/reinforcement as their
corresponding experimental group participant, irrespec-
tive of their own behavior.9 Thus, the experimental
movement-pain contingencies of the current studies did
not apply to the Yoked Group, and therefore no avoid-
ance learning was expected to occur in this group. How-
ever, the yoked procedure controls for the number of
electrical stimuli received in each group.
The generalization phase was similar to the acquisi-

tion phase, except that now 3 novel generalization tra-
jectories (G1-3; Fig 1, panel C: Experiment 2), were
experimental tasks during the acquisition and generalization
creen, at reaching distance from the sensor of the robotic arm.
riceps tendon of the right arm (red circle), and the triple foot
ngs. Panels B and C: the acquisition (B) and generalization (C)
acquisition and generalization movement trajectories, respec-
eriment. Note that, signs for movement trajectories and punish-
imental tasks. Also note that, in Experiment 1, T1-3 were black
reas in Glogan et al,17 and Experiment 2, only trajectory arches
1-3 during the generalization phase. Figure modified with per-
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presented. None of the generalization trajectories were
paired with pain. Furthermore, to prevent extinction,
this phase was interspersed by short reminder-of-acqui-
sition blocks, during which the original acquisition tra-
jectories (T1-3) and their corresponding outcomes were
once again presented.
Trial onset was indicated by auditory (“start sound”)

and visual (green traffic light and the target arch turn-
ing green) start signals. Upon successful trial comple-
tion, auditory (“scoring tone”) and visual (red traffic
light and the target arch turning red) stop signals were
presented. When stop signals were presented, partici-
pants were required to release the HM, which reposi-
tioned to its starting position automatically. After
returning to the starting position, the HM remained
fixed for 3s (inter-trial interval; ITI) before the start of
the next trial (see Supplementary Materials 1).
Primary Outcome Measures

Behavioral Avoidance

Avoidance behavior was operationalized as the maxi-
mal deviation from the shortest trajectory within the
0.36£0.41 m horizontal movement plane, per trial. This
information was extracted using the coordinates of
each performed movement, which were automatically
logged by the HM.
Self-Reports: Pain-Expectancy and Pain-
Related Fear

Questions were presented on-screen using a visual
analogue scale (VAS) ranging from 0-100 (0 = “not at
all” and 100 = “very much”), and answered using a triple
foot switch (USB-3FS-2; Tokyo, Japan). To indicate which
movement trajectory the question related to, the corre-
sponding arch turned yellow. Participants rated the
questions “To what extent do you expect an electrical
Table 1. Sample Characteristics of Experiments 1 (Ex
(Experimental and Yoked Groups n = 35)

EXPERIMENTAL (78% FE

EXPERIMENT 1 N = 64 M

Age (18+) 22.25 3

Intensity of the electrical stimulus (1-99 mA) 34.81 20

Self-reported pain intensity (0-10) 7.34

EXPERIMENTAL (71% FEM

EXPERIMENT 2 N = 70 M S

Age (18+) 21.86 3

Intensity of the electrical stimulus (1-99 mA) 41.00 25

Self-reported pain intensity (0-10) 7.51 1

Note - P − indication of significance at .002 (Bonferroni-corrected).
stimulus when moving through the yellow-colored
arch?” (ie, pain-expectancy) and “How afraid are you to
move through the yellow-colored arch?” (ie, pain-
related fear) for each of the movement trajectories.
Secondary Outcome Measures

Exit Questionnaire and Psychological Trait
Questionnaires

Immediately after completing the robotic arm-reach-
ing task, participants completed an exit questionnaire
as a manipulation check (see Supplementary Materials
2: Exit questionnaires, for the description and results of
these questionnaires), and a series of questionnaires to
map potential group differences in psychological trait
variables (see Supplementary Materials 3: Trait ques-
tionnaires, for the description and results of these ques-
tionnaires).
Data Analysis Overview
The hypotheses and analysis plans of Experiment 1

(https://osf.io/jpu42/?view_only=ff15ab4ac7e94b64a880
be888bf73fe9) and Experiment 2 (https://osf.io/yvx6c/?
view_only=5a7bc4b1d5374efba71f90f29bb09f20) were
pre-registered on Open Science Framework (OSF). There
were slight differences in the pre-registered analysis
plans of both studies, but for the sake of consistency
and comparability, the analyses were run based on the
pre-registration with more stringent corrections. We
will explicitly report these deviations below.

Independent samples t-tests between groups were per-
formed on sample characteristics data (age, selected
intensity of the electrical stimulus (in mA), self-reported
pain intensity during calibration (Table 1)), and secondary
outcome measures (see Supplementary Materials 2 and 3:
Exit questionnaires and Trait questionnaires), to test
baseline group differences. Data from the acquisition,
perimental and Yoked Groups n = 32) and 2

MALE) YOKED (84% FEMALE)

SD M SD DF T P

.79 22.42 4.08 62 -.171 .865

.10 33.75 16.50 62 .231 .818

.87 7.47 1.11 62 -.503 .617

ALE) YOKED (66% FEMALE)

D M SD DF T P

.27 22.66 3.15 68 -1.042 .301

.30 37.09 23.75 68 .667 .507

.25 7.89 0.99 68 -1.300 .198

https://osf.io/jpu42/?view_only=ff15ab4ac7e94b64a880be888bf73fe9
https://osf.io/jpu42/?view_only=ff15ab4ac7e94b64a880be888bf73fe9
https://osf.io/yvx6c/?view_only=5a7bc4b1d5374efba71f90f29bb09f20
https://osf.io/yvx6c/?view_only=5a7bc4b1d5374efba71f90f29bb09f20
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and reminder-of-acquisition phases were analyzed as
manipulation checks (see Supplementary Materials 4 and
5: Results of acquisition phases, and Reminder-of-acquisi-
tion, for the analyses and results of these phases).
Generalization of self-reports was indicated by differ-

ences between the generalization trajectories (G1 > G2
> G3) in the Experimental, but not the Yoked Group. To
test these hypotheses, self-reports were averaged over
blocks for all participants, and repeated measures analy-
ses of variance (RM ANOVAs) were calculated, with
Group as the between-subjects factor, and Block and
Trajectory as the within-subjects factors. Comparisons of
G1 vs. G3 were of primary interest and were the only
comparisons pre-registered for Experiment 1, given that
G2 was similar to an ambiguously punished trajectory
(T2). However, since all comparisons (G1 vs. G2, G2 vs.
G3 and G1 vs. G3) were pre-registered for Experiment 2,
we will report all comparisons for Experiment 1 as well.
For analyses of avoidance behavior, a MATLAB (Math-

Works, Natick, MA) script was used to extract the maxi-
mal deviation data per trial. These values were averaged
per block for each participant, and used to compare
avoidance behavior between groups (RM ANOVAs) with
Group as the between-subjects factor, and Block as the
within-subjects factor. Given that, no pain was present
during the generalization phase (test under extinction),
we expected the largest generalization effects during
the first generalization block, for all measures.
The a level was set at .05. For RM ANOVAs, Greenhouse-

Geisser corrections were applied to correct for sphericity
violations. Degrees of freedom, and P values are reported.
Holm-Bonferroni corrected P values are reported for signif-
icant planned comparisons. The indication of effect size h2r
is reported for significant ANOVA effects, and Cohen’s d
for significant planned comparisons. Data analyses were
crosschecked by EG and KV using RStudio (RStudio Inc.,
Boston, MA; Package “afex”47), and SPSS 25.0 (IBM,
Armonk, NY), yielding the same results.
Experiment 1
Instrumental responses may become directly associ-

ated with the learning context,23 leading to diminished
responding when the context is changed.1 How general-
ization was operationalized (absence of T1-3 and
appearance of G1-3) in Glogan et al17 may have been
experienced by participants as a context-switch,2 stimu-
lating exploration of the novel trajectories similar to the
previously pain-associated ones (G1 and G2), resulting
in participants quickly learning that these novel gener-
alization movements were not paired with the electrical
stimulus. Therefore, the goal of Experiment 1 was to
reduce visual context changes by presenting all trajec-
tory arches simultaneously (Fig 1: panel B, Experiment
1), in accordance with previous studies of pain-related
fear generalization.37

Methods
Thus, all 6 trajectory arches were visible throughout

Experiment 1, but only T1-3 were available during the
acquisition phase and only G1-3 during the generaliza-
tion phase. When trajectories were available, their cor-
responding arches were colored black, and when they
were unavailable, their arches were colored grey. There-
fore the acquisition phase was similar to that of Glogan
et al,17 (contingencies: T1 = 100% punishment,
T2 = 50% punishment, T3 = 0% punishment) except that
all 6 movement trajectories were presented simulta-
neously. The acquisition phase consisted of 2 blocks of
12 trials. The generalization phase followed, and was
similar to, the acquisition phase, except that only G1-3
were now available and no pain was presented. This
phase consisted of 3 blocks of 12 trials. The 3 generaliza-
tion blocks were interspersed by the brief reminder-of-
acquisition blocks, comprising 5 trials each. During the
acquisition and generalization phases, self-reports of
pain-expectancy and pain-related fear were collected
3 times for each trajectory during each block on fixed,
predefined trials, and once during the shorter
reminder-of-acquisition blocks.

Participants

Sixty-five pain-free volunteers participated in this
study. One participant was excluded prior to data analy-
sis due to technical difficulties during data collection,
amounting to 64 participants being included in the
analyses (52 female,M § SD (range) age = 22 § 4 years,
(18-37)). The sample size was based on the same a priori
power calculation as that of Glogan et al17 (using
G*Power; a = .05, d = .80, power = .80) for an indepen-
dent t-test (2-tailed), which yielded a sample size of 52.
A large effect size was chosen based on the acquisition
effect found in a previous study35 when comparing the
Experimental and Yoked groups at the end of acquisi-
tion. The sample size was then increased with roughly
20% because a reduced effect size was anticipated for
generalization, accumulating to 64 participants. Partici-
pants were assigned either to the Experimental or
Yoked Groups based on an alternating schedule
depending on the order in which they arrived at the lab-
oratory, and were naÿve to this allocation. The reason
for using an alternating schedule was that the sequence
of electrical stimuli received by each Experimental
Group participant (based on their movement trajectory
choices), was saved on the computer, and administered
to their corresponding Yoked Group participant. Partici-
pants were recruited by KV through the research partici-
pation system of Maastricht University (Sona; Sona
Systems, Nijmegen, The Netherlands), advertisements
distributed around the university campus, and through
social media. Exclusion criteria comprised chronic pain;
analphabetism or diagnosed dyslexia; pregnancy; left-
handedness; current/history of cardiovascular disease;
chronic or acute respiratory disease (eg, asthma, bron-
chitis); neurological disease (eg, epilepsy); current/his-
tory of psychiatric disorder (eg, clinical depression,
panic/anxiety disorder); uncorrected problems with
hearing or vision; pain in the dominant hand, wrist,
elbow or shoulder that may hinder performing the
reaching task; presence of implanted electronic medical
devices (eg, cardiac pacemaker); and presence of any
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other severe medical conditions. All participants pro-
vided informed consent and completed an exclusion cri-
teria checklist. Participants were informed that they
could freely terminate participation at any time without
any negative consequences, and received either 1.5
course credit, or €12.50 in gift vouchers as compensa-
tion. The data were collected in Maastricht between
July and December of 2019, and the study was approved
by the Ethics Review Committee Psychology and Neuro-
science of Maastricht University (registration number:
185_09_11_2017_S5).
Results

Sample Characteristics, Pain Stimulus, and
Baseline Group Differences

There were no differences between the Experimental
and Yoked Groups in age, intensity of the electrical
stimulus (in mA) chosen during calibration, self-
reported intensity of the electrical stimulus (see Table 1),
or any of the scores on the psychological trait question-
naires (see Supplementary Materials 3: Trait question-
naires, Table S3.1).
Manipulation Checks

Acquisition: Pain-Expectancy, Pain-Related Fear, and Avoidance

Behavior. Participants in the Experimental Group learned
to expect (Fig 2: panel A) the electrical stimulus more dur-
ing, and to fear (Fig 3: panel A), the pain-associated
movements (T1-2) compared to the safe movement (T3).
Figure 2. Mean pain-expectancy ratings towards the acquisition
Experimental (panels A and C) and Yoked (panels B and D) Groups o
D), during the acquisition blocks (Experiment 1: ACQ1-2, Experimen
resent SDs.
Furthermore, participants in the Experimental Group
showed significantly larger deviations than the Yoked
Group during the acquisition phase, demonstrating suc-
cessful avoidance learning (Fig 4: panel A). For the com-
plete results, see Supplementary Materials 4: Results of
acquisition phases, Experiment 1.

Reminder-of-Acquisition: Pain-Expectancy, Pain-Related Fear,

and Avoidance Behavior. During the reminder-of-acquisi-
tion blocks, the data pattern of all measures reflected
the acquisition phase, confirming that the test of gener-
alization (under extinction) did not affect the acquired
differential pain-expectancy (Fig S5.1: panel A) and
pain-related fear (Fig. S5.2: panel A) ratings for the
acquisition trajectories, nor did it affect previously
acquired avoidance behavior (Fig. S5.3: panel A). For
the complete results, see Supplementary Materials 5:
Reminder-of-acquisition, Experiment 1.
Testing Our Main Hypotheses: Generalization
of Pain-Expectancy, Pain-Related Fear, and
Avoidance Behavior

A 2£3£3 RM ANOVA (Group: Experimental, Yoked) x
(Block: GEN1-3) x (Trajectory: G1-3) on the mean pain-
expectancy ratings during generalization revealed no 3-
way interaction, F(3.94, 216.60) = .69, p =.580, but a sig-
nificant Group x Trajectory interaction, F(1.61,
100.11) = 8.75, P < .001, h2r = .12, suggesting that groups
showed distinct patterns of pain-expectancies for the
different trajectories during the generalization phase.
During the first generalization block (GEN1), the
trajectories (T1-3) and generalization trajectories (G1-3) in the
f Experiment 1 (panels A and B) and Experiment 2 (panels C and
t 2: ACQ1-3), and generalization blocks (GEN1-3). Error bars rep-



Figure 3. Mean pain-related fear ratings toward the acquisition trajectories (T1-3) and generalization trajectories (G1-3) in the Experi-
mental (panels A and C) and Yoked (panels B and D) Groups of Experiment 1 (panels A and B) and Experiment 2 (panels C and D), during
the acquisition blocks (Experiment 1: ACQ1-2, Experiment 2: ACQ1-3), and generalization blocks (GEN1-3). Error bars represent SDs.

Figure 4. Mean maximal deviation (in cm) from the shortest
trajectory, from the starting position to the target during the
acquisition blocks (Experiment 1: ACQ1-2, Experiment 2: ACQ1-
3), and generalization blocks (GEN1-3), in the Experimental
and Yoked Groups of Experiments 1 (panel A) and 2 (panel B).
Error bars represent SDs. Note − To increase comparability
between phases, deviation data from the generalization phase
have been linearly transformed to share the same co-ordinates
as the acquisition data.
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Experimental Group expected the electrical stimulus to
occur more during G1 and G2, compared to G3 (G1 vs.
G3: t(62) = 3.14, P = .005, d = .59; G2 vs. G3: t(62) = 3.61,
P = .002, d = .53). In contrast to T1 and T2 during the
acquisition phase, G1 did not evoke higher pain-expec-
tancies than G2, t(62) = .44, P = .664 (Fig 2: panel A). Thus,
pain-expectancies generalized towards the trajectories
resembling the previously pain-associated ones (G1-2),
whereas G3 continued to be appraised as comparatively
safe in the Experimental Group. No significant differen-
ces in pain-expectancies were found between trajectories
in the Yoked group (all P values > .05).
A similar RM ANOVA on the mean fear ratings during

generalization also showed no 3-way interaction, F
(3.30, 204.62) = .67, P = .580, but revealed a significant
Group x Trajectory interaction, F(1.43, 88.52) = 5.18,
P = .010, h2r = .08. Unexpectedly, planned comparisons
revealed that neither G1, t(62) = 2.33, P = .069 nor G2, t
(62) = 2.22, P = .060 was feared more than G3 during
GEN1, although the difference between G1 and G3 was
significant prior to Holm-Bonferroni correction,
P = .023. However, following visual inspection of the
data, which suggested that the expected differences
appeared later in the generalization phase, and because
the Group x Trajectory interaction was not modulated
by Block, we ran the same comparisons for the subse-
quent generalization blocks, although these were not
pre-registered. During these blocks, G1 and G2 were
feared more than G3 (see Supplementary Materials 6:
Fear Generalization, Table S6.1, for the complete results
of pain-related fear reports during the generalization
phases) (Fig 3: panel A). No significant differences
occurred between any of the pairs in the Yoked Group
(all P values > .05) (Fig 3: panel B). Thus, fear did not
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generalize in the hypothesized manner, although the
effect emerged in the later blocks.
A 2£3 RM ANOVA (Group: Experimental, Yoked) x

(Block: GEN1-3) on meanmaximal deviation data during
generalization yielded no significant effects (Group, F
(1, 62) = .52, P = .47; Block, F(1.56, 96.63) = 1.88, P = .17;
Group x Block, F(1.56, 96.63) = .08, P = .88). Thus, no
generalization of avoidance behavior was observed in
Experiment 1 (Fig 4: panel A).
Experiment 2
The 100% punishment rate for T1 in Glogan et al17

may have resulted in high expectations of punishment
also for G1. Thus, the absence of pain when exploring
G1 at the beginning of generalization would have been
surprising, leading to rapid disconfirmation of acquired
threat beliefs (extinction).7 In Experiment 2, we there-
fore aimed to reduce or delay rapid extinction by
decreasing the punishment rates associated with the
acquisition trajectories, and to thus increase the uncer-
tainty associated with the painful movements (T1-2),
and their generalization counterparts (G1-2).

Methods
The current paradigm was similar to that of Experi-

ment 1, except that only available trajectory arches
were visible during the given experimental phase (T1-3
during acquisition, G1-3 during generalization; as in
Glogan et al17). Furthermore, T1 was now paired with
an 80% instead of 100% punishment rate, and T2 with a
40% instead of 50%, punishment rate (Fig 1: panel B,
Experiment 2). T3 remained 0% punished. The acquisi-
tion and generalization phases both consisted of 3
blocks of 12 trials, and the generalization blocks were
again interspersed by reminder-of-acquisition blocks (5
trials each). Self-reports were collected in a similar man-
ner to Experiment 1.
Participants

Seventy-eight pain-free volunteers participated in this
study. Eight participants were excluded prior to data
analysis due to technical difficulties during data collec-
tion. Thus, 70 participants were included in the analyses
(48 female, M § SD (range) age = 22 § 3 years (18-31)).
The sample size was based on the same a priori power
calculation as those of Glogan et al17 and Experiment 1
(N = 64). However, given that Glogan et al17 showed no
effect of avoidance generalization, and because we
reduced punishment rates in the current study (possibly
resulting in more variation between participants30), we
increased the sample size for detecting a medium-to-
large effect size. Participants were randomly assigned
either to the Experimental or Yoked groups, based on a
randomization schedule created in MATLAB, with the
rule that the first participant must be assigned to the
Experimental Group. Participants were naÿve to this
allocation. Exclusion criteria were the same as in Experi-
ment 1. Participants were recruited and tested in
Maastricht by EG between July and December of 2019.
The study was approved by the Ethics Review Commit-
tee Psychology and Neuroscience of Maastricht Univer-
sity (registration number: 185_09_11_2017_S1_A1).
Results

Sample Characteristics, Pain Stimulus, and
Baseline Group Differences

There were no differences between the Experimental
and Yoked Groups in age, intensity of the electrical
stimulus (in mA) chosen during calibration, self-
reported intensity of the electrical stimulus (see Table 1),
or any of the scores on the psychological trait question-
naires (see Supplementary Materials 3: Trait question-
naires, Table S3.2).
Manipulation Checks

Acquisition: Pain-Expectancy, Pain-Related Fear, and Avoid-

ance Behavior. During the acquisition phase, the Experi-
mental Group successfully acquired the movement-pain
contingencies, shown by differential pain-expectancy
(Fig 2: panel C) and fear (Fig 3: panel C) ratings, and suc-
cessfully learned to avoid the electrical stimulus (Fig 4:
panel B). For the complete results, see
Supplementary Materials 4: Results of Acquisition
Phases, Experiment 2.

Reminder-of-Acquisition: Pain-Expectancy, Pain-Related Fear,

and Avoidance Behavior. Similarly to Experiment 1, the
data patterns during the reminder-of-acquisition blocks
for all measures reflected the acquisition phase, con-
firming that the test of generalization (under extinc-
tion) did not affect the originally acquired differential
pain-expectancy (Fig S5.1: panel C) and pain-related
fear (Fig S5.2: panel C), nor did it affect acquired avoid-
ance behavior (Fig S5.3: panel B). For the complete
results, see Supplementary Materials 5: Reminder-of-
acquisition, Experiment 2.
Testing Our Main Hypotheses: Generalization
of Pain-Expectancy, Pain-Related Fear, and
Avoidance Behavior

A 2£3£3 RM ANOVA (Group: Experimental, Yoked) x
(Block: GEN1-3) x (Trajectory: G1-3) of mean pain-expec-
tancy ratings during the generalization phase yielded
no significant 3-way interaction, F(3.08, 209.73) = .79,
P = .50, but a significant Group x Trajectory interaction,
F(1.55, 105.16) = 7.76, P = .002, h2r = .10. This suggests
that patterns of pain-expectancy for the different trajec-
tories differed between groups. During the first gener-
alization block (GEN1), the Experimental Group
expected the electrical stimulus more during G1, t
(68) = 4.08, P < .0001, d = .86, and G2, t(68) = 4.75, P <
.0001, d = .87, compared to G3. In contrast to pain-
expectancies toward T1 and T2, however, pain was not
expected more during G1 compared to G2, t(68) = .03,
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P = .978 (Fig 2: panel C). Thus, pain-expectancy beliefs
generalized to some extent from the acquisition trajec-
tories to the novel generalization trajectories in the
Experimental Group. No significant differences were
found between trajectories in the Yoked group (all
P values > .05).
A similar RM ANOVA of mean fear ratings during gen-

eralization did not show a significant 3-way interaction,
F(3.17, 215.89) = .74, P = .54, but revealed a Group x Tra-
jectory interaction, F(1.62, 109.91) = 6.52, P = .004,
h2r = .09, suggesting that fear for the different trajecto-
ries differed between groups. The Experimental Group
reported significantly higher fear for G1, t(68) = 3.25,
P = .004, d = .58, and G2, t(68) = 3.97, P = .001, d = .59,
compared to G3. Again, in contrast to fear reported
toward T1 and T2 during acquisition, G1 was not feared
more than G2, t(68) = .01, P = .991. Furthermore, to be
consistent with Experiment 1 (although not pre-regis-
tered), exploratory comparisons of fear ratings towards
all generalization trajectories were run on the subse-
quent generalization blocks, during which the effects
from GEN1 persisted (Fig 3: panel C) (see
Supplementary Materials 6: Fear Generalization,
Table S6.2). No significant differences occurred for any
of the pairs in the Yoked Group (all P values > .05)
(Fig 3: panel D). Together with the pain-expectancy
reports, these results indicate that pain-expectancy and
pain-related fear generalized to some extent towards
the novel trajectories resembling the previously pain-
associated ones (G1-2), whereas acquired safety general-
ized to G3 in the Experimental Group.
A 2£3 RM ANOVA (Group: Experimental, Yoked) x

(Block: GEN1-3) on meanmaximal deviation during gen-
eralization yielded a significant main effect of Group, F
(1, 68) = 7.63, P = .007, h2r = .10, but not of Block, F(1.88,
128.06) = 1.92, P = .150, nor was there a significant 2-
way interaction, F(3.08, 209.73) = .79, P = .500. Planned
comparisons confirmed that, in line with our hypothesis,
the Experimental Group avoided more compared to the
Yoked Group during the first generalization block, t
(68) = 2.98, P = .004, d = .71, demonstrating generaliza-
tion of avoidance to the novel trajectories in the Experi-
mental Group (Fig 4: panel B).
General Discussion
The present experiments aimed to investigate the

conditions under which costly pain-related avoidance
generalizes in healthy participants. We previously
observed generalization in self-reports (pain-expectancy
and pain-related fear), but not in costly avoidance.17

Experiment 1 aimed to reduce exploration by decreas-
ing visual contextual changes. Experiment 2 attempted
to prevent rapid extinction of avoidance by increasing
the uncertainty of punishment.
Self-reports of pain-expectancy and pain-related fear

generalized in both experiments, that is, the Experimental
Groups reported higher pain-expectancy for the generali-
zation trajectories similar to the previously pain-associated
ones (G1-2), compared to the trajectory resembling the
previously safe one (G3). Although differential fear in
Experiment 1 did not reach significance at the beginning
of generalization (following P value adjustment), it
emerged later during this phase. Importantly, where
Experiment 1 did not show generalization of avoidance,
Experiment 2 did; the Experimental Group deviated more
than the Yoked Group during generalization.
The results of Experiment 1 replicate those of Glogan

et al,17 where self-reports generalized, but avoidance
did not. This suggests that participants in the Experi-
mental Groups of these studies explored the novel, less-
effortful movement trajectories during generalization,
despite fear, and despite us minimizing visual changes
between phases in Experiment 1. Furthermore, they
imply that avoidance rapidly extinguished due to this
exploration - effects that were successfully countered in
Experiment 2 by increasing the uncertainty associated
with the pain-associated acquisition trajectories; partici-
pants likely needed more information to disconfirm
their previously acquired fear beliefs, resulting in less
(rapid) extinction of avoidance.
This aligns with reinforcement learning models,

which define exploration as choosing options with
uncertain outcomes (eg, movement possibly followed
by pain), with the goal of obtaining future rewards
(eg, needing to exert less effort).28 Furthermore, the
more one’s expectations are violated (eg, surprising
absence of pain), the more they will learn from
exploration,10 and the more likely they will be to re-
evaluate current behavior (eg, stop avoiding).32 On
the other hand, if one’s expectations are not vio-
lated, or they are uncertain from the get-go (eg,
uncertain expectations of pain), less learning, and
thus less behavior change will occur (ie, exploitation
of a behavior with known outcomes32; eg, sustained
avoidance) (see also46).
In line with Glogan et al17 and Experiment 1, healthy

people tend to explore, whereas inflexible behavior is
more characteristic of people with chronic pain.53 Thus,
the current findings corroborate the fear-avoidance
model of chronic pain,55 which proposes that most peo-
ple in acute pain test and correct pain expectations (ie,
explore), which facilitates recovery.29 However, if pain is
interpreted as a sign of serious harm over which one has
limited control, fear of pain and re-injury will evoke sus-
tained avoidance.33 Furthermore, psychological and
neurobiological theories of anxiety place uncertainty at
the center of anxiety pathology20: Uncertainty compli-
cates the process of balancing the efficiency (eg, explo-
ration) and effectiveness (eg, exploitation) of threat-
related preparatory behaviors, thus increasing the likeli-
hood of making overly prudent choices (eg, by adopting
a “better safe than sorry” approach52). Furthermore,
uncertainty impedes one’s ability to control aversive
events, which results in diffuse, costly, and ineffective
preparatory behaviors.52

In Experiment 2, uncertainty associated with the
acquisition movements may have therefore directly
decreased exploration, rather than simply countering its
effects (rapid extinction), motivating participants to
behave anxiously,19,20 leading to less exploration and
instead excessive avoidance. In line with this,
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visualization, and a post-hoc t-test on choice behavior,
in the current experiments shows that participants in
Experiment 2 exhibited less exploration at the begin-
ning of the generalization phase, compared to partici-
pants in Experiment 1 (see Supplementary Materials 7:
Switching Behavior, Fig S7). This indeed suggests that in
some participants, uncertainty directly reduced explora-
tion, implying that uncertainty about movements result-
ing in pain may hinder recovery due to decreased
exploration and less disconfirmation of fearful beliefs. In
agreement with this, a recent study24 incorporating a
costly avoidance response, showed that both anxiety sen-
sitivity and intolerance of uncertainty increase the syn-
chrony between generalized fear and avoidance in
healthy participants. Given that uncertainty is accompa-
nied by uncontrollability,52 future research could investi-
gate ways in which treatments can increase people’s
experience of control over their pain. In support of this,
controllability over pain was recently shown to selectively
reduce pain-related suffering, but not pain intensity or
pain unpleasantness, in healthy participants.31 This is
especially relevant for chronic pain, in which targeting
the management and psychosocial concomitants of pain,
is often more effective than targeting the pain itself.14,15

Importantly, the results of Glogan et al17 and Experi-
ment 1 indicate that adding a cost to experimental
avoidance increases exploration. Previous studies of
avoidance generalization in the anxiety domain
reported synchronized generalization of self-reported
fear and operant low-, or no-cost, avoidance (eg,3,13).
This is an important distinction from an ecological valid-
ity perspective, since real-life avoidance is often
extremely costly,56 and people with pain or anxiety
often weigh the value of avoidance against that of
alternative, competing behaviors.6,51 Thus, people with
chronic pain, for example, may go to work, or play with
their children, despite fear of pain.50,56 In fact, the pres-
ently reported dissociations between self-reports and
avoidance align with literature demonstrating attenu-
ated avoidance, but not fear, when alternative goals
(eg, gaining rewards) compete with avoidance of both
aversive44, 45 and painful5,6,51 stimuli. These findings
highlight the importance of clinical interventions tar-
geting disability by emphasizing the value of pursuing
life goals (eg, Acceptance and Commitment
Therapy22,43,57).
It should be noted that, with the robotic arm-reaching

paradigm, avoidance was recently found to be modu-
lated by context,34 demonstrating that context-
switches, per se, do not eliminate avoidance in the para-
digm. However, in Meulders et al,34 the avoidance
response itself did not change. Indeed, although some
contextual change is inherent to generalization studies,
the critical change in the current studies is in fact
response-based, ie, generalizing the avoidance response
to a similar, yet different response. In response generali-
zation, the contingency (eg, punishment rate) related
to one response, generalizes to other similar responses,
increasing or decreasing the recurrence of these similar
behaviors.48 However, there is scarcely any literature
investigating avoidance generalization from the
perspective of response generalization. Instead, avoid-
ance generalization is often examined using the same
avoidance response (often pressing a computer key), to
stimuli differing from each other along
perceptual24,40,54 or semantic3,13 continua. Since in
chronic pain both the feared stimulus and avoidance
response often are movements themselves, it is impor-
tant to investigate avoidance generalization in the pain
domain as generalization between responses.

Some limitations should be discussed. First, the aim of
showing all movement trajectories simultaneously in
Experiment 1 was to decrease context-changes between
phases. However, generalization relies on a balance
between differentiation and generalization between
stimuli.16,42 Simultaneously presenting all trajectory
arches may have facilitated discrimination between
movements, thus reducing the likelihood of generaliza-
tion. Second, computational models could enable
detailed examination of individual response patterns in
the present data.25 However, given the unbalanced
designs of Experiments 1 and 2 (different numbers of tri-
als and participants), the fitted models would have been
difficult to compare. Third, we speculate that the
observed dissociations between fear and avoidance in
Glogan et al17 and Experiment 1 resulted from avoid-
ance-costs. However, in order to confirm this hypothesis,
these experiments should be replicated with no, or
decreased costs. Fourth, to better understand the rela-
tionship between uncertainty and avoidance generali-
zation, intolerance of uncertainty could be added as a
psychological trait measure in future studies.4,11 Fur-
thermore, a mechanism of chronic pain that may con-
tribute to excessive avoidance, is deficient safety
learning (heightened fearful reactivity to objectively
safe conditions).21 To directly test whether people with
chronic pain show impaired learning in comparison to
healthy people in the current paradigm, avoidance gen-
eralization should be compared between people with
chronic pain and healthy controls, using objectively pre-
dictable punishment (T1 = 100%) during acquisition.
Finally, where traditional fear generalization studies
only employ 2 extreme stimuli (CS+ and CS-) during
acquisition, between which generalization stimuli (GSs)
lie on a perceptual continuum during generalization,
we also trained an ambiguous trajectory (T2), lying
between the 2 extreme trajectories (T3 and T1). This was
to increase ecological validity, since in real life there is
rarely only one painful, and one entirely safe move-
ment. However, this way of operationalizing generali-
zation may limit the comparability of the current
studies to previous fear generalization studies.

Taken together, the present results suggest that, avoid-
ance-costs can motivate healthy people to explore alter-
native behaviors. However, uncertainty about those
behaviors resulting in pain may prolong recovery, due to
reduced disconfirmation of threat beliefs when explor-
ing. The current results also offer preliminary evidence
suggesting that uncertaintymay directly decrease healthy
exploration, causing people to behave more anxiously,
and rigidly avoid pain-free movements similar to previ-
ously painful ones. Yet, further research is needed to
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determine the exact mechanism by which pain-related
avoidance generalizes to a disabling degree.
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